Effectively repair and prevent the aging effects of free radical damage with the powerful antioxidant Vitamin C and a double dose of both chemical and enzymatic exfoliation. Fruit-derived acids and enzymes exfoliate the outermost layer of the epidermis to stimulate basal cell activity, collagen, and elastin synthesis. Vitamin C is then infused directly into the skin to restore skin texture, elasticity, and firmness while fading pigmentation problems and diminishing fine lines and wrinkles. For optimum results, this treatment is recommended in a series of six scheduled a week apart.

**PRODUCTS**

- Eye Makeup Remover
- Face Refresher
- Papaya Enzyme Peel
- Grape Wine Peel
- Vital C Ampoule
- Vitamin C Serum
- Eye Nourisher
- Fresh Facial Bath
- Prepping Solution
- Neutralizing Solution
- Face Nourisher or Vitamin C Creme
- Daily Mineral Guard SPF 25

**CLIENT PREPARATION**

Have client remove all jewelry and contact lenses. Check comfort level and place bolster under knees. Protect hair with cap.

**CLEANSING**

1. Remove eye make-up with *Eye Makeup Remover* applied on damp cotton pad and thoroughly remove makeup. Rinse eye area. Use Q-tips if necessary to remove excess mascara.
2. Apply *Fresh Facial Bath* to face, neck, and décolleté and gently cleanse with fingertips. Rinse.
3. Swipe *Face Refresher* over the entire face and neck.

**ANALYSIS**

1. Examine skin with a Wood’s Lamp (optional) or magnifying lamp to determine skin condition.

**ENZYMATIC EXFOLIATION**

1. Lightly mist face and neck with *Prepping Solution* and allow to dry.
2. Apply 1-2 tsp(s) of *Grape Wine Peel* using a fan brush or large cotton swab, beginning at the outer peripheral of the face, forehead, nose, and cheeks, finishing with the neck area. Avoid the immediate eye area and nostrils.
3. Leave on for approximately 3-5 minutes. Be sure to ask client to rate level of skin discomfort on a scale from 1 to 10.
4. Swipe *Neutralizing Solution* over skin using a cotton swab. (follow with water-soaked 4x4 pads if necessary to remove any residual).

**CHEMICAL EXFOLIATION**

1. Apply eye pads moistened with distilled water.
2. Slowly mix 1.5-2 tsp of warm water into approximately 1 tbs of *Papaya Enzyme Peel* using a wooden or plastic spatula. DO NOT USE BRUSH TO MIX. Make sure all lumps are dissolved. The mixture should have the consistency of pancake batter.
3. Dip a damp fan brush into mixture, and apply to face starting at the neck area, and continuing to the outer peripheral of face, forehead, nose and cheeks. OPTIONAL: Use steam at a distance (3-5 minutes). Let enzymes set for approximately 3-5 minutes.
4. Remove with moistened pads. Rinse skin thoroughly with distilled water, and then pat dry.

**EXTRACTION**

1. Proceed with light extractions. Do no force.
2. Rinse skin with distilled water.
3. Use high frequency violet mushroom electrode 3-5 minutes for a germicidal effect.

**AMPOULE & MASSAGE**

1. Apply *Vital C Ampoule* and massage into the skin for 3 to 5 minutes. Optional for added penetration: Using Galvantic Current: After ampoule is applied, proceed to ionize 5 minutes on negative and 5 minutes on positive. Follow with 1-2 pumps of *Vitamin C Serum*.

**COMPLETION**

1. Apply *Eye Nourisher* to eye area.
2. Apply *Face Nourisher* (dry/ sensitive skin) or *Vitamin C Creme* (oily/ environmentally damaged skin) to entire face and gently massage until absorbed.
3. Finish with *Daily Mineral Guard SPF 25*.

**RECOMMENDED CLIENT HOME CARE**

Always avoid prolonged sun exposure. Avoid applying makeup for 4-5 hours. Do not use harsh scrubs post treatment. Avoid AHAs or Retin-A for 24-48 hours. Recommended retail for home care should include: products from the Replenish System along with daily use of an SPF of 15 or higher.